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Construct your own datalake from multiple sources 
including industry dataflows, allowing you to create 

and manage a hub for utility information through 
one, structured user interface. 

Create, edit, schedule and run your own queries across data imported from any data source. Struc-
ture vast libraries of information with integrated dataloaders. Generate detailed analytical reports 

for unrivalled data analysis and export data using tailored APIs and reporting capability.

The central source.

CentreStage

CentreStage will query data 
from any connected data 

source, including our AFMS 
platform - using our dataloader 

functionality. Extract relevant 
data whenever you need it and 
save common queries for faster 

access. Automate more pro-
cesses by scheduling exports.

The ability to extract informa-
tion from any data source allows 

CentreStage to be the host for any 
or all of your consolidated data. 

Users can build a hub for essential 
information, with the functionality 
to tailor interactivity based on the 

data you require. 

Having access to this level of data 
is only useful if information can 

be clearly presented. We’ve prior-
itised user experience with Cen-
treStage, integrating categorical 
linking, structured grouping and 
streamlined ‘top-down’ visibility 

to simplify data interaction.

Central source of 
imported data

Structured intuitive 
user interface 

Create, schedule & 
run your own queries 

Build your own 
datalake 



A single platform that queries, imports, 
structures and centralises information from 

any source of data.  
sources, supporting the structured export of utility data 
that can be tailored to your businesses needs.

As well as consolidating and manipulating data from 
any source, CentreStage can natively validate and ex-
tract any industry dataflow into a star schema structure 
within your repository, utilising ESG’s standard industry 
catalogues. 

“Centrestage consolidates and 
manipulates data from any source”

Our platform excels at providing this information in a 
clear, easy to understand interface - ready for review, 
interrogation, analysis and export where required.

The utilities industry is full of data. Information 
is spread across multiple platforms and systems, 
often requiring independent manual querying and 
data consolidation that takes time.

Sourcing data from our AFMS platform gives a true 
industry view of your portfolio; however we understand 
this only one source of data within your organisation. 

We’ve recognised a clear demand for combining and  
querying multiple sources of data in one platform, 
allowing for united reporting and cross system analysis.

CentreStage is a leading solution, providing you with a 
datalake containing information queried from multiple 

with instant data access

Proven at scale
Centrestage is capable of handling millions of 
dataflows - equal to billions of data groups

Features

Comprehensive Query 
Management
Create, edit and manipulate your own database of queries

Scheduled reporting of 
queries

Create tailored report schedules that meet your business 
requirements

Out of the box dataloaders
Standardised dataloaders for ESG product suite

Scheduled querying for 
automation

Structured dataflow 
repository

Build your own repository of relevant dataflows 

Advanced analysis & 
reporting
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